Natural Law and the Scottish Enlightenment
Natural law ideas are a well known feature of both ancient and medieval thought, and it has always been a popular scholarly pastime to debate where the 'modern' school of natural law begins -a particular favourite being the question whether Hugo Grotius was the last of the scholastics or the first of the moderns. Much of this debate is fruitless, but it has nevertheless made clear that there is a range of issues over which Grotius' standpoints can be seen to set the course for the future, even though it may be possible to find more or less clear scholastic antecedents for some of them.
1 And even if Grotius had been entirely unoriginal, it would still be to him that the historian of ideas would have to turn in order to understand modern natural law theory. For during the one-anda-half centuries or more during which such theory was prevalent, and often dominant, in Europe, it was Grotius' formulations which formed the starting-point; it was he who was seen as the originator of something new. Now although Grotius is occasionally adopted as an honorary German -as e.g. in Erik Wolfs classic Grosse Rechtsdenker der deutschen Geistesgeschichte -we should remember that he was Dutch, and this not just for the sake of national sensibilities. For apart from his extraordinary personal career, it was the circles in seventeenth century Dutch intellectual life to which his ideas were important which so quickly gave them European significance.
2 It was the French journals published in Holland which did much to spread his fame; it was the personal contacts of his Remonstrant co-religionists which made him so particularly wellknown in England and thus established the association of modern natural law and Non-conformism which was to be reflected in the curricula of the dissenting academies for a very long time; and it was partly the circumstance that Scottish law^students from an early period went to Dutch universities for part of their training which laid the grounds for a fascination with Grotian ideas in Scotland which was to be maintained longer there than anywhere else, except Holland, Germany, and South Africa. 3 But by whatever routes the ideas were channelled, the fact is that without Grotius we cannot well understand Hobbes and Selden, Locke and Cumberland, nor Stair's Institutes. 4 It is true that Grotius' influence in England to some extent was part of the Arminian contribution to the upsurge of religious and ethical rationalism in the face of orthodox Calvinism and especially in the face of the Antinomian challenge of the 1640's. And it is true that this rationalism in its main outlines was traditional and carried with it old and well-known ideas of natural law -whether Nathaniel Culverwell's adaptation of Thomistic ideas, derived mostly from Suarez; 5 or the neoplatonic synthesis of the Cambridge Platonists. 6 But although this may have been the vehicle, it was exactly these traditional forms of natural law doctrine that the Grotian cargo was in the process of destabilizing and running off the rails. One climax of this was Hume's criticism of the ethical rationalism of Clarke, Wollaston, etc. (which D.D. Raphael quaintly calls 'the contemporary form of natural law theory' 7 ), as we shall see.
In short, Grotian ideas of natural law had established a foothold in the English-speaking world well before one can talk of a modern German natural law school. And the ground was thus prepared for the reception of this later German natural law (and its Swiss derivatives), both in Britain and in America, where a variety of continental natural law ideas, notably those of Pufendorf and later Burlamaqui and Vattel, 8 were mingling with such 'higher law' concepts as could be extracted from the English legal tradition. 9 Grotius' influence was also of basic importance in Germany. Much of the reception is to be found in commentaries on Grotius' De iure belli ac pads, and scores of these works derive from university courses, for Grotian ideas played a major role in the academic confrontation with scholastic Aristotelianism. 10 However, the catalyst for a great deal of the German development was the provocation received from Hobbes 11 (somewhat later and to a much smaller extend Spinoza worked in the same direction). For Hobbes' idea of everyone's right to everything was seen as a most dangerous version of Grotius' subjective rights theory and it raised the question of how any form of moral, political, or legal obligation was possible. Amongst those who were roused by this problematic, to which we shall return below, was Samuel Pufendorf. It was Pufendorf's introduction of the Grotian and Hobbesian problems, and to a large extent also his answers to them, which started a tradition of natural law thinking which was to dominate in Germany for a century and a half. The point I want to emphasize here, however, is that Pufendorf, like Grotius, very quickly became a European phenomenon. This would probably have happened anyway, but its extraordinary extent and the speed with which it happened was due to Pufendorf's French translator and editor, Jean Barbeyrac, a French Hugenot and as such one of the army of talent which Louis XIV scattered over Europe through the revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685. 12 Barbeyrac found refuge in Frederick I's Brandenburg and it was here that he first produced his great translations of Pufendorf, thereby also helping the process of integrating Brandenburg-Preussen into West European culture. Later he became professor of history and the law of nature in Lausanne, and he was in effect the founder of the Swiss school of natural law, whose other major names are Burlamaqui and Vattel. 13 It was this group who made modern natural law a force in the French-speaking world at a time when nothing like it could be taught at French universities, and the most important factor in this was undoubtedly Barbeyrac's Pufendorf-translations (as well as his later translation of Grotius' De iure), Barbeyrac's editions were elegant translations from the old to the new lingua franca, and we find in him many ideas about the importance of communicating matters philosophical, and especially moral, in the language used by those social groups which could play a civic role, rather than the language of the learned -ideas which had already been discussed slightly earlier by Christian Thomasius, the first philosopher to lecture in German; and ideas which would have been familiar to Francis Hutcheson, the first to lecture in English in the Scottish universities. But in order to serve their purpose to the full, Barbeyrac's editions had to be more than translations, and they are consequently equipped with prefaces and a wealth of notes which range from learned references to whole small essays discussing the original text; from quotations and translation from classical authors to points of contempory law. Barbeyrac here disclosed himself as in some measure what Hume wanted to be (and was), an ambassador from the republic of high learning to that of polite letters.
This Barbeyrac material was often included in translations of Pufendorf into other European languages, and in this way Barbeyrac's Pufendorf became such an influence in eighteenth century Europe. It was an extraordinary success-story -in fact I doubt if any other modern writer on moral philosophy was as widely read in Europe as a whole during the century between the English and the French revolutions. The main work, De iure naturae et gentium, was translated into Dutch, English, French, and German; while the shorter summary, De officio hominis et civis juxta legem naturalem, appeared in Danish, Dutch, English, French, Italian, Russian, Spanish and Swedish. A German scholar, Sieglinde Othmer, has counted 44 editions of the De iure during its first century of existence (and I am sure there must be more); of these 25 included the Barbeyrac material. Dr Othmer has found 79 editions of the De officio in its first 100 years, but this figure should at least be doubled; and again a large proportion of this staggering number of edtions contained Barbeyrac. 14 Added to this, there is an enormous literature ranging from scores of compendia and elementa summing up university courses and based more or less directly on Pufendorf -and often Barbeyrac's Pufendorf -to literally hundreds of more independent treatises containing full systems of natural law which had to be related to Pufendorf, as to Grotius, whether favourably or critically.
The prevalence of natural law theory is also to be seen from the fact that so many of those who are generally understood to have superseded it nevertheless had to use it. In recent years this has become well known as far as a number of Scottish Enlightenment thinkers, and especially David Hume, are concerned -something we will return to in a moment. But we also know that Barbeyrac's translation of Pufendorf s De iure was a standard reference-work for Rousseau. 15 Likewise Kant, despite his dislike of Grotius, Pufendorf, and their followers, lectured on the basis of a very traditional natural law text (by Gottfried Achenwall), and several of the problems he wanted to overcome were evidently posed for him by the natural lawyers. 16 As a last example I may perhaps remind you that Hegel's Grundlinien der Philosophie des Rechts when it first appeared in 1821 also had a left-hand title-page stating a more general title, viz. Naturrecht und Staatswissenschaft im Umrisse. 17 It is of course common to say that by this late period the original idea of natural law is largely forgotten or relegated to history, and that 'Naturrecht' is being used in so wide a meaning that it is virtually identical with 'philosophy of law'. But while some diffusion certainly took place, and while one should beware of relatively empty uses of 'Naturrecht', one should also take care not to see natural law doctrine as prematurely antiquated. I will below touch upon the late use of natural law in Scotland, but here I want first to point out that as far as Germany (and, incidentally, Denmark) is concerned Kant's critical philosophy is not at all the vale dictum of natural law theory, as is often thought.
18 Through its criticism of traditional natural law ideas deriving from the schools of Pufendorf, Thomasius, Leibniz, Wolff and others, Kantianism itself becomes the foundation and inspiration for a whole set of natural law systems, thereby enhancing the force natural law still had in Germany at the end of the eighteenth century. In fact one near-contemporary survey (by Leopold August Warnkônig, 1839) lists an astonishing 108 major works on natural law between 1785 and 1831, most of them complete systems of natural law, and most of them more or less Kantian in character; and a modern Greman scholar, Diethelm Klippel, assures us that this count is very far from complete.
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Without entering into the intricate questions of the relationship between natural law theory and common law ideology, between natural law and the development of private law, especially the great European codifications, between natural law and the theory and practice of government, etc. etc. -without going into any of these matters I have tried very briefly to indicate the spread and longevity of the natural law tradition in modern Europe. Of course such considerations raise many more questions than they settle -questions of the coherence and continuity of the tradition, questions of its relationship to other modes of practical philosophy, etc. But the point I wish to make is that, irrespective of our judgement about these difficult matters, the fact remains that for a century and a half thinkers, great and small, throughout Northern and Western Europe and in America found the natural law doctrines stemming from Grotius and Pufendorf coherent enough to supply them with a continuous flow of ideas and problems. And this fact in itself warrants investigation.
II
While there were Machiavellian moments' during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, natural law was -as is fitting -perpetual. And one of the tasks looming large over future scholarship is to understand how the two conceptual worlds -the world of personal Virtue' and 'political action' and the world of objective Value' and institutional machinery -were related to each other. 20 But before such a venture can have any hope of success, we need a much better understanding of the internal complexity of modern natural law theory. Some of the most significant complexity is due to the work of moral philosophers of the Scottish Enlightenment. Their work has commonly been dealt with in isolation from the natural law movement, most of them being regarded merely as having a distant kinship with natural law, and at least one of them, Hume, being regarded as the great critic of natural law doctrine. These are clearly travesties of intellectual history; but, following the scholarship of recent years, and especially the great contribution of Duncan Forbes, 21 1 do not perceive them as likely to regain currency. We are beginning to have some idea of the place in natural law theory of Carmichael and Hutcheson, Turnbull and Karnes, Hume and Smith; 22 and while there is much more to be done on these thinkers, we have to add a number of others. Thus it is quite clear that Thomas Reid's unpublished lectures contain a significant statement of one kind of natural law theory, as well as a more explicit attempt to combine it with the humanist tradition in political thought than perhaps anywhere else in the eighteenth century. 23 Some of the victims of James Beat tie's wild eclecticism in his (published) lectures can only be identified via natural law. 24 And the same applies, though at a much higher level of understanding, to Adam Ferguson's lectures, both as shown in the brief Institutes and in the full 2-volume course, the Principles of Moral and Political Science. 25 Then there is John Millar, who despite all the other errands on which scholars have sent him out, remained faithful to the jurisprudence he had learnt from Adam Smith, as is shown sporadically in the Lectures on Government and the derivative published works, and especially in the Lectures on Civil Law, one part of which was simply a standard introduction to natural law theory. 26 Millar lectured in this way until he died in 1801. As for Dugald Stewart, we know that he still regarded natural law theory, especially as derived from Grotius, as an obstacle to his philosophy of progress -called political economy -which was based on his Common Sense moral philosophy. 27 Yet when we turn to Stewart's successor at Edinburgh, Thomas Brown, we find that his lectures contain a partial restatement of natural law ideas. 28 Similarly, only a lack of understanding of the Scottish tradition in moral philosophy could make it entirely surprising that James Mackintosh, when he came to make his apostasy from the French Revolution, did so in the form of a series of lectures on the law of nature and nations. 29 And so we could press on in time, as Duncan Forbes has done, by drawing attention to James Reddie's extraordinarily interesting Inquiries elementary and historical in the Science of Law from 1840; 30 or we can change our focus to the great institutional writers, and especially Stair and Erskine, as Neil MacCormick and others have urged, in order to see how they absorb the ideas of the continental natural lawyers. 31 But the fact that natural law theory persisted so late in Scotland multiplies the scholarly tasks significantly. One problem with which we have made virtually no progress is that the influence of the founders of modern natural law -which in itself is still poorly understood -becomes overlaid with the influence of later thinkers, not only Scottish, but also German and Swiss. Thus it is evident that e.g. the younger Cocceius, Heineccius, and Vattel all play some role in the lectures on jurisprudence of Smith and Reid, and I believe that Heineccius is of particular interest. His books were amongst the most wide-spread in Europe, and his most well-known natural law text was early translated by George Turnbull, Thomas Reid's teacher 32 and, as Neil MacCormick has shown, Heineccius' theory of obligation was important for Erskine. 33 Furthermore, Heineccius was also a well-known Romanist and this raises a general question which we must hope that legal historians will address themselves to, viz. the extent to which Civil law texts contained natural law material -we know the extent to which natural law texts carried Civil law concepts. The second large and wide open problem-area, which we encounter when we come to the very late eighteenth century, is the way in which Scottish moral philosophy came to influence natural law doctrine outside Scotland, and especially in Germany. 34 This period in German philosophy is -not least from hindsight -so completely dominated by Kant that we tend to forget that his ideas were not only perennial wisdom, but also contributions to contemporary debates. His legal thought was thus, inter alia, also part of an ongoing debate about the relationship between law and morals, and amongst the many other contributors was Christian Garve, the most important of the muchmaligned Popularphilosophen. 35 Garve was a reliable and prolific translator of English and Scottish moral philosophy, including the Wealth of Nations, and he was not -or at least not always -as mean a representative of this imported philosophy as he is charged with being; certainly his reading of Adam Smith's moral thought was more subtle than much subsequent scholarship. Similarly it should be pointed out that the distinctively liberal, anti-absolutist systems of natural law which were inspired by Kant's critical philosophy -sometimes taking it to lengths Kant himself would definitely not have gone -were influenced not only by Locke and Sidney, Montesquieu and Rousseau, but also by Hutcheson, Smith, and Ferguson. 36 
Ill
So far the questions I have asked far out-number the answers I have reported -and for very good reasons. Although we know enough about the position of the moral philosophy of the Scottish Enlightenment within modern natural law theory to see a rising edifice of questions, our answers are still concerned with the very basis of natural law. This is cer-tainly the case with the following attempt at interpretation which has to go right back to Grotius and Pufendorf and concern itself in turn with the tensions between theories of natural rights and theories of natural law and with the problems about the concept of obligation. Together these form a problematic which I will suggest is fertile for our understanding of the Scottish contribution; and if I am right in this, I hope to be offering you a supplement to Mr Forbes' more 'methodological' considerations which have given us such valuable insight into the empiricism andespecially in the case of Hume -the secularism involved in the Scottish Enlightenment. 37 Grotius' most important contribution to modern thought was his theory of rights, for although this had precursors, it was in his formulation that it gained currency. The central point is that Grotius in extension of, and undoubtedly inspired by, various scholastic thinkers, particularly the Spanish neo-Thomists, transformed the concept of ius as it is found in Roman law and in Aquinas. Instead of being something which an action or state of affairs, or a category of these, is when in accordance with law ius is by Grotius seen as something which a person has. The concept becomes 'subjectivised', centred on the person: it is a power which the person has, and it is as such also called a moral quality of the person. 38 This transformation of the concept of ius is one of the cornerstones of modern individualism in political theory, for when ius is no longer an objective condition appointed by law, but something which individuals have, then the idea of human life as the exercise of competing individual rights is close to hand. And the extreme version of this was of course soon to be developed by Hobbes in his theory of the state of nature. But the thing that made Hobbes an outrage was the suggestion that the proper pursuit of our rights leads to anarchy and that the task of law consequently is to restrict our rights. By contrast Grotius and the mainstream of political theory saw conflict as a result of the improper pursuit of individual rights, and whether this arose out of malice or ignorance or both, the task of law was to make the proper exercise of rights effective for all by preventing the improper interference by some. Or in other words, in contrast to Hobbes Grotius operated with the idea that nature had made possible an ideal order in the moral world, and that the function of law was to maintain rather than create it. It was, however, a minimal order, as can be seen when we look closer at the content of ius. lus considered as a power, is a power over other people, viz. the power to keep them off that which is 'one's own', one's suum. The realm of one's own is originally settled by nature as one's life, liberty, body, and everything in nature which is immediately required for one's maintenance; and it is subsequently extended conventionally into dominium, or property in things, and contractual relationships. 39 This is the background to Grotius' second way of characterizing ius, viz. as that which is not unjust, meaning by this such actions as do not infringe upon the suum and dominium of others. 40 (As has been pointed out, this leaves a conceptual gap betwen the two definitions of rights (as moral powers and as non-injurious actions), 41 and I would suggest that this does not find a reasonably satisfactory closure until Adam Smith takes up the problem with his spectator theory, according to which rights as moral powers are functions of the interaction of the individual with others, when they as spectators judge that a person's actions are rightful because they are non-injurious.) 42 Whether it is set within the Hobbesian threat of natural disorder or within the Grotian promise of an ideal natural order, the idea that humanity from the hand of nature is engaged in an opend-ended, uncoordinated bargaining process in order to maintain its several rights, leads to the question of how a common life -morality and society -is possible. At the centre of Grotius' own solution to this problem of the possibility of society being established by individuals conceived as the owners of rights was an ingenious combination of his new idea of natural rights with a somewhat more traditional -and superficial -theory of natural law. When Grotius in the Prolegomena to the De iure belli ac pads defines natural law in terms of man's socialitas, his social nature, this may at first sight remind one of Aristotle and St Thomas: Man is sociable because he is created to live in accordance with the law of nature to that effect. But this is explained and applied in a most un-Aristotelian manner, for the socialitas to which we are bound by the law of nature is for Grotius simply the respecting of each other's rights, subjectively conceived, so that the minimal order mentioned above, i.e. a minimum of social life is possible. And this brings him in a position where he could have dispensed entirely with natural law -as Karl Olivecrona has suggested. 43 For all that it tells us is that we should be what we are, viz. wielders of moral powers called rights, the content or scope of which is not settled by natural law, but by our situation in the world. Where Grotius' employment of the concept of natural law is nevertheless of some significance, is in disclosing the underlying assumption in the argument to which I have already drawn attention, viz. that the moral universe of individual rights in principle is well-ordered and without inherent conflict (though in practice, when people pursue their rights as they see them, conflict will of course arise from ignorance and immorality). For if prima facie conflicts between rights were not resolvable, it would mean that the law of nature allowed such conflict -or in other words, that God had not provided a morally right answer.
As seen by the next generation of natural lawyers and especially by the other great continental thinker of particular importance for us, Samuel Pufendorf, this was exactly the horrible possibility which Hobbes had taken up in his idea that from the hand of nature man is in a state of war. It was this that forced Pufendorf to investigate the subjective theory of rights and hence the whole question of the relationship between rights and the law of nature. For Pufendorf the ideas of Grotius and Hobbes simply presented a dilemma which can be explained as follows.
If the concept of subjective rights is moral in character, as Grotius clearly intends, then we must take it that it is morally right to exercise one's rights. But Pufendorf wants to know what lends this moral quality to such behaviour. Moral qualities cannot for him be said to be naturally inherent in human behaviour, for considered purely as natural events, human actions are simply cases of physical locomotion of the same kind that we find amongst the beasts, and it cannot be explained on this basis why some such events are denoucned as e.g. adultery, theft, murder, or incest only when done by humans. To think that moral qualities are inherent in human actions is for Pufendorf simply scholastic obscurantism of the sort which all the modern movements in philosophy had rejected. 44 But what was the alternative? Well, the most thorough-going alternative was Hobbes' naturalism (later Pufendorf saw Spinoza as even more extreme in this respect). 45 For according to Pufendorf, Hobbes did not see the exercise of rights as rightful action; the categories of right and wrong, just and unjust, simply did not apply to human behaviour as moral categories until covenants had established effective civic conditions for this. But this meant that morality was entirely conventional, a simple human invention. And not only that, it was an incoherent doctrine, for the covenants and agreements instituting civil society and human morality already presupposes morality if they are to impose an obligation. And this was the other -the Hobbesian horn of Pufendorf s dilemma.
His way out can be described as an attempt at a theological rescue operation on behalf of Hobbes' brand of naturalism. For Pufendorf clearly wants to preserve the idea that nature is a sui generis physical system describable purely in scientific terms, and for him this can only be done if values can somehow be seen as something independent which is superimposed upon the natural world. And in order to avoid Hobbes' problems this imposition has to be non-human in character. The world of values is therefore a separate creation by God, a structure of entia moralia laid down in addition to the creation of entia physical This takes the form of law, and the reason why law creates a realm of value is that it is prescribed for creatures of free will who may or may not follow the law and thus do either right or wrong, good or bad. 47 Right and wrong is thus made out of that which in itself is morally neutral when a rule is given to guide a free will. The human will can also give such guidance to itself when it enters into pacts and promises and thus undertakes obligations, 48 and one human will can guide another by legislating for it. 49 But these human activities are no more than extensions of the moral world instituted by the will of God in the law of nature; without the guidance of natural law, human volition and human action would be natural, non-moral phenomena like those we find amongst the rest of the animal creation. We may also make Pufendorf's point by saying that all man-made obligations are only morally binding in so far as they are prescribed by natural law as necessary means towards the goals set for human life by the same law.
Since the moral realm is introduced or imposed by the law of nature, the key-concept to match that of law is 'obligation': the law functions by imposing obligations upon us. 50 It is thus only derivatively from the concept of obligation that we have the concept of 'right': right is what we can claim in accordance with natural law because this law has imposed an obligation on somebody to yield it. This relationship between the central concepts was pugently summed up by the Romanist and natural lawyer Johann Gottlieb Heineccius, who worked very much within the Pufendorfian tradition and whose books, as mentioned, for a long time were extremely widespread:
'es gibt kein Recht ohne Verpflichtung, keine Verpflichtung ohne Gesetz, kein Gesetz ohne Gesetzgeber. Gesetzt also, es gâbe keinen Gott, so gâbe es auch keinen Gesetzgeber, kein Gesetz und keine Verpflichtung, daher auch kein Recht.' 51 It is true that Pufendorf occasionally also talks of rights in a Hobbesian sense as liberties left over from the restriction of natural law, but he makes it clear that this is simply an accommodation to an alternative linguistic usage 52 though it is of course interesting that he finds such accommodation necessary at all. In general it is, however, perfectly clear that rights are derivative from obligations and thus from natural law.
IV
The tension between the Grotian and the Pufendorfian views of the relationship between natural laws and natural rights is the first great problem I wanted to extract from the continental natural law tradition of the seventeenth century, because it plays an important role in our understanding of the moral philosophy of the Scottish Enlightenment. But before we can use it for this purpose, we have to connect it with another basic problem in the natural law doctrines from which the Scots started, viz. the question of the basis for natural law. 53 We here meet a group of ideas which are very wide-ranging and whose interpretation is highly controversial. What is clear is that natural law theories during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries lost more and more of their theological appearance, and as they increasingly became theories of state-law, they instead gained in purely juristic technicality.
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But as soon as we try to pinpoint this development in particular thinkers, we are in difficulties, running a constant danger of 'premature secularization' 55 in our interpretation. And this is where the controversies rage. To most of the modern scholars who write outside the Catholic natural law tradition it seems obvious that the secularization begins decisively with Grotius himself. On the other hand, to scholars within the Catholic tradition it seems equally clear that Grotius' alleged secularism amounts to little more than a restatement of a position already worked out within the Church by a number of late scholastic thinkers. 56 And to everyone it is clear that all the great post-Grotian natural jurists within Protestantism -Locke, Cumberland, Cudworth, Clarke, Pufendorf, Leibniz, Thomasius, Wolff -as well as the lesser ones -the two Cocceii, Heineccius, the Swiss Protestants (Barbeyrac, Burlemaqui, Vattel et ah), and some of the Scottish thinkers we will look at later -that each of these in one way or another work with some sort of Christian foundation. In this situation it may be tempting to close the books with the verdict that the secularization of natural law theory amounts to nothing but a relative neglect of theology in favour of juristic technicality induced by the decreasing controversiality of the problems as religious strife calmed down in Europe. But while this is quite true, it is a poor substitute for an explanation, and while I cannot promise to provide a full explanation, I can at least try to open up the problem for further discussion.
I have -in common with so many before me -talked vaguely of the bais or foundation of natural law. As a first step we need to clarify this by drawing some distinctions -even if some of these are anachronistic, arising as they do from post-Kantian ways of thinking, for it is after all the lead-up to these ways that we are studying. Let us separate the following four: Firstly, the question of the ground of existence of natural law; secondly, the question of the basis for or source of our knowledge of natural law; thirdly, the question of the ground of our obligation to natural law; and fourthly, -though I will hardly touch upon this here -the question of our motivation to follow natural law.
As to the first question concerning the ground of existence of natural law, there is never any doubt in any of the modern natural lawyers until we come to Hume that in creating the world God created the law by which it is natural for man to live. But they held this basic opinion on religious grounds which ranged from the orthodox Lutheran and Calvinistic to more or less philosophically founded deism. And this indicates very well that the question of the ground of existence of natural law is not a very interesting one in itself, and that any shift in the foundations of natural law must arise in one or more of the other areas. In fact I think that the key questions are concerned with the knowledge and the obligation of natural law and not least with the connection between the two. The modern debate about these problems had, paradoxically, its starting-point in a piece of traditional scholastic wisdom in Grotius. Like natural lawyers before, and generally also after him, Grotius never held any doubts about God's authorship of nature and thus of man and the law by which he should live. And yet in a completely hypothetical manner he made the point that if natural law was inherent in the nature of things as they de facto are, and if our natural understanding of our life is sufficient to see the obligations which this imposes upon us, then this would still be the case 'even if we should concede that which cannot be conceded without the utmost wickedness, that there is no God, or that the affairs of men are of no concern to him/ 57 This is the famous etiamsi daremus passage upon which the picture of Grotius as the great secularizer has often been built, but it has time and again been pointed out that he is merely following in the footsteps of a scholastic tradition which goes back at least to the mid-fourteenth century, and especially that he is doing little more than re-phrasing what his older contemporaries in the Spanish neo-Thomist school had said. 58 Nevertheless the appearance of this idea in Grotius makes it dramatically different and problematic when compared with the scholastic, especially Thomistic, setting. In Thomistic theory a natural, non-theological understanding of the law of nature could lead to an obligation to this law because of the insistence on a common human good which was the undeniable object of natural human reason in practical matters -a theory which has recently been reworked with particular ingenuity by John Finnis. 59 But this avenue was not very readily available to Grotius because of his adoption of a subjective rights theory the tendency of which was to dilute the con-cept of the common good to very little indeed, viz. the maintenance of mere compatibility in the pursuit of individual rights claims. Grotius himself did not, I think, appreciate, nor did he find a consistent answer to the problem he had thus thrown open by introducing the traditional thought of the etiamsi daremus passage into a subjective rights theory. But it was one of the most important tasks he left for posterity, and especially for David Hume, to show how such a meagre idea of the common good as that implied by the theory of rights could be the ground of obligation to rules of justice.
The Scottish debate about these matters was, however, further complicated by the influence of Pufendorf s line of argument. We have already seen that the central point in Pufendorf is his rejection of what he takes to be Grotius' realism in moral matters and his insistence upon a strongly voluntarist theory in which the primary concepts are law and obligation. But how does Pufendorf account for men's obligation to natural law itself? First of all he distinguishes between our knowledge of the content of natural law on the one hand, and our obligation to natural law on the other. 60 We come to know the precepts of natural law simply by contemplating human nature and its situation in this world. But this does not make these precepts into an obligatory law for us, for 'all law supposes a superior power', 61 and the only such power antecedent to human institutions is God. So we must suppose that the law of nature is God's command. Fortunately the very fact that the precepts of natural law are so obviously designed to help men out of the unfortunate situation they would otherwise be in and thus to help them realize their true human potential is not lost on even the meanest intelligence, and unless men are so perverted as to be virtually sub-human, they spontaneously give the design award to the deity.
Pufendorf's idea of obligation to natural law is thus very much dependent upon a theory of natural theology, but it was exactly because of the insufficiency of this theory that he was most strongly attacked. These criticisms were developed in remarkably similar fashion, though independently, by Leibniz and by the earliest of the Scottish moral philosophers with whom we will be concerned here, viz. the Glasgow regent and later professor Gershom Carmichael. At the heart of the difficulties was the impossibility of maintaing a consistent voluntarism of Pufendorf's kind. Since he insisted that natural law springs from God's will, this will must be authoritative for one of two reasons: either because it is backed by a superior power, or because it has some moral force. Now, if God is authoritative because he can know all and punish all, then the resulting obligation is not moral at all, but merely prudential in character, and Pufendorf has thus hardly advanced beyond Hobbes, as he obviously wanted to do. Furthermore, if such prudential obligation were to be effective, it would seem to require that we have a natural (as opposed to revealed) knowledge of the ultimate sanction of the law of nature, viz. an insight into what awaits us in the hereafter. But in his attempt to separate natural law from revealed religion Pufendorf specifically denies that we have such natural knowledge, and insists that this is a matter of revelation. 62 If alternatively God's authority is moral in character, then we must have moral criteria or principles by means of which we recognize the goodness of God's will and which hence cannot simply be a matter of God's will. Or as Leibniz nicely sums it up: If the source of law is the will of a superior and, inversely, a justifying cause of law is necessary in order to have a superior, a circle is created, than which none was ever more manifest.' 63 Furthermore, if the obligation to natural law springs from an insight into its goodness, then it is not just an obligation in foro externo, an obligation to follow the law in overt action, but also an obligation in foro interno, in conscience. And yet Pufendorf is emphatic that if natural law is to be separated from theology, then it can only be concerned with extrinsic obligation, whereas intrinsic obligation must be considered a theological matter. 64 Pufendorf's difficulties over this distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic obligation -which became well-known in institutionalist writers such as John Erskine, who took it from Heineccius 65 -may also be shown in the following way. On the one hand he defines good actions as actions in accordance with law (ultimately of course natural law); 66 but he also says that in order to be really good an action has to have the law as its cause 67 -in later parlance, to be for the sake of the law or out of respect for the law.
Summing up, we can see that at the end of the seventeenth century the natural law tradition presented a set of deep-seated and very difficult problems which were of the first importance to its successors in the new century. On the one hand we are presented with a subjective rights theory which, if taken to extremes as it was by Hobbes, questioned the possibility of an objective moral order and thus the meaningfulness of the concept of natural law and of obligation to a natural, objective standard of moral behaviour. On the other hand we find a concerted effort to establish a voluntaristic alternative riddled by a number of difficulties, central amongst which is its inability to account for the obligation to natural law. These difficulties in the very foundation for a theory of natural law are of course reflected dramatically in the accompanying ideas of the human extensions of natural law, and especially in the theory of property and the theory of civil government. But these are matters which we will have to leave aside for another occasion, although some of them will be sporadically touched upon in the sequel.
V
It is interesting to note that both in Germany and in Scotland the first reaction against Pufendorf consisted partly in a renovation of the Christian idea of love -agape, or more immediately, caritas ordinata -and partly in a sentimentalist theory of moral judgement. In Germany the prime mover was Christian Thomasius; in Scotland it was a stepwise progression from Carmichael to Hutcheson. It is the latter who concern us here. The idea of an -in both senses of the word -'ordered' love of others as the essence of human morality was undoubtedly reflected in both Grotius' and in Pufendorfs concepts of socialitas, 68 but in the absence of any powerful theory of the human good to be created by love, it could only be a very pale reflection. This is where Carmichael steps in, and he does so on lines very similar to the Christian proto-utilitarianism of Richard Cumberland. 69 God is love and he has created man in his image to love him both directly and, more importantly here, indirectly through love of and care for God's creation. 70 The object of such love is the happiness of all rational beings, the common good, and the precept that such good is to be pursued through our love -or Isenevolence' -is the essence of the law of nature. 71 This law, of course, has its ground of existence in God in as much as it is a part of, or rather a consequence of, God's creation. But is has its ground of cognition in our natural understanding of the design of the world and of man's position in it. 72 And it has its ground of obligation in the common good which for human reason is an undeniable good. 73 In view of this, it is hardly surprising that Carmichael has a few words of praise for 'scholastic ethics' 74 -brave words, given the time and place. But we must beware that this, and his rejection of Pufendorfs voluntarism, does not lead us to overlook the really novel aspects of his theory, of which the most important is that he finds room for a strong theory of rights. Carmichael's argument here is as ingenious as it is simple. 75 Although he does not commit himself to the simple view that the common good is merely an aggregate of individuals' goods, he obviously thought that generally the common good is augmented by the addition of individual goods (or 'utilities'). Each individual does have an obligation under natural law to promote individual utility both in himself and others. This is an interesting meeting-point of old and new in moral thought, for on the one hand we see that Carmichael subscribes to the traditional tripartite division of human duties into duties of God, to ourselves and to others; and on the other hand it is quite clear that he has accepted a crucial feature in later utilitarianism, viz. that the maximization of utility as a basic precept for moral action includes oneself on a par with others. However, the thing which particularly interests us here is the derivation of the concept of rights, which Carmichael undertakes in the following manner. 76 Since the individual pursuit of happiness is always prone to give rise to conflict, and since each person is generally the best servant of his own interests the duty towards others has the general form of a duty to be social, which means a duty to accommodate one's own interests to those of others and a duty to leave others to serve their own interests as far as possible. Or in other words, our obligation to others is to respect their rights to pursue their own interests.
Superficially this line of reasoning may seem to be the same as that of Pufendorf -the law of nature imposes obligations on us from which we drive corresponding rights in others. But the crucial difference is Carmichael's concept of the common good as an objective measure: we have rights not just because others have obligations towards us, but exactly because it contributes to the common good that we each have rights to pursue our interests. It is this which makes rights into independent or objective properties, so to speak; something which we each have and can hold against others to show what obligations they have towards us. While rights and obligations for Pufendorf are perfectly matched for the simple reason that the imposition of obligations gives rise to rights in others, rights and obligations are for Carmichael in perfect correspondence -ideally speaking, of course -because they are both derived from and have reference to the objective measure of the common good which is pointed out by the law of nature. It is this which makes his theory into such an interesting balance between the notion of subjective rights and a still meaningful concept of natural law. And, not least, it is this which makes his theory of such seminal importance for the further development of moral philosophical debate in eighteenth century Scotland.
The moral philosophical, or jurisprudential, concept of the common good is in my opinion of very central significance to our understanding of the whole of the practical philosophy of the Scottish Enlightenment. But it is also a concept which it is peculiarly difficult to disentangle from its usual context. The greatest difficulty is perhaps to keep it separate from a political concept of the common good, or the public interest as it is often called. The political concept of the common good is normally understood by contrast with the sectional interests of particular groups which have to be curbed and balanced in order for the long-term interest of the society as a whole to be served. This is particularly well-known from Hume and Smith, but it is to be found in some form in most of the Enlightenment thinkers -if in no other way, then in connection with considerations of the balance within a mixed constitution. But this concept of the common good also has to be seen in relationship to the moral philosophical concept of the common good, for the latter is the guiding ideal for the exercise of political power, and it is therefore that which ultimately is in the public interest, that for the sake of which sectional interests have to reach compromise. But by the same token it is also that which may have some of its parts set to one side in order for political compromise to be reached. In short, the two concepts of the common good are related as the politically feasible to the jurisprudential^ ideal, and the scale between the two provides an initial and primitive thermometer with which to check the political temperature of a thinkerwhether it approaches feverish utopianism or cool realism. It is, however, a crude instrument, for a very great deal depends upon the concept of the moral good which a particular thinker accepts, and it is this which is of particular interest to us here.
As I see it, a clear dividing line runs through the moral philosophy of the Scottish Enlightenment over this issue. To the one side of it we have those -the large majority -for whom the common good which is of jurisprudential relevance is of very wide extent, viz. more or less identical with moral goodness as a whole. On the other side of the line we have a few -and especially Hume and Smith -for whom only part of moral goodness falls within the province of jurisprudence, so that they operate with a much narrower and in fact more formal concept of the common good which amounts to little more than the maximum compatibility of individual interests. We may also express this deliberately simplified division by saying that for Hume and Smith only the negative virtue of justice or -in rights-language -only perfect rights fell within jurisprudence whereas for most of the other Scottish moral philosophers of the eighteenth century both the rest of the virtues and the imperfect rights had some jurisprudential standing, though it is an extremely difficult question to say exactly which. This will be the subject of the final section of my paper, but before proceeding to this I would like to make a few general remarks about the metaphysical and epistemological issues raised by the new Scottish departure in moral philosophy. Normally these are discussed with reference to the Scots' reading of such moralists as Shaftesbury, Butler, and the ethical rationalists, and I do not intend to contest this line of interpretation, but simply to supplement it with some reflections springing out of the present context.
The division over the concept of the jurisprudential^ relevant com-mon good which I have indicated, is connected with a certain division in metaphysics and epistemology. This is, however, anything but a simple and clear-cut issue, because the large group of thinkers who subscribe to the broad concept of the common good are so very different amongst themselves. For in this group I include Carmichael, Hutcheson, Turnbull, Karnes, Ferguson, Reid, Beattie, Oswald, and Stewart. And they thus range from Reid's realism and cognitivism to Hutcheson's difficult and in places obscure position which Tom Campbell recently has characterized as an attempt 'to find a via media between naïve realism according to which aesthetic and moral qualities exist in objects independently of the involvement of any observer, and non-cognitivism according to which moral judgement reduces to the experience or expression of feelings/ 77 The common denominator which I nevertheless find it useful to draw attention to in this heterogeneous group is the even more basic idea of an objective moral order, the elements of which are open to apprehension by some human faculty. The order may be conceived either in terms of qualities in actions, or in terms of the coordination between certain types of action and our reactions to them, or in terms of both; and its mode of apprehension may be seen either as a matter of rational judgement or as some sort of 'sensing'. But on either view it is not an order which is created by human activity. On the contrary, it is an order upon which men draw and which thus lends order and structure to human activity. In this respect the view of Hume and Smith is very different. For them the realm of values is imposed upon the natural world, as it was for Pufendorf, but it is not due to divine agency, nor is it deliberate in character. It is rather due to the social interaction of individuals, and its core is the ideal impartial standpoint which can mediate the natural, emotionally based actions and reactions of individuals. The realm of values is thus for Hume and Smith not an objectively given order, but an order which is being formed and reformedor in other words, a constant process of objectification. In this process some types of outcomes, some values, may be fairly universal, while others will be subject to significant change, or 'progress' -that is a matter for empirical investigation in the 'experimental' science of morals.
VI
These reflections concerning the nature of the common good which provides the ground of obligation to natural law, or which makes it a virtue to follow the rules of justice, or which justifies respect for rights (whichever language is preferred) -these reflections are of basic impor-tance for an understanding of the content of 'natural law', or 'justice', or 'rights'. For a wide concept of the common good tends to be reflected in a comprehensive natural law, in an unwillingness to distinguish sharply between justice and the other virtues, and especially in difficulties in separating perfect and imperfect rights. These were standard issues in both German and Scottish natural law theory throughout the eighteenth century. But while they have a fairly direct ancestry in Aristotle's wellknown distinction between universal and particular justice, 78 it was again Grotius' handling of this distinction which was to determine the modern debate. 79 Firstly, Grotius translated the distinction into rightslanguage, saying that the sort of right protected by what Aristotle called particular justice was a perfect right or a 'faculty', and these rights were divided into three well-known areas, powers (over oneself, i.e. liberty, and power over others in non-political relationships), property rights, and contractual rights; while the 'rights' protected by Aristotle's universal justice were imperfect and mere 'aptitudes', i.e. such as is 'fitting' or 'suitable'. 80 Furthermore, only the former kind of justice 'is entitled to the name of justice properly or strictly so called', for only the rights pertaining to it are, as indicated by the label 'perfect', really rights. And by this he means that they are the only legally necessary rights, i.e. the only rights which are necessary for the every existence of society amongst men:
This maintenance of the social order, which we have roughly sketched, and which is consonant with human intelligence, is the source of law properly so called. To this sphere of law belong the abstaining from that which is another's, the restoration to another of anything of his which we may have, together with any gain which we may have received from it; the obligation to fulfil promises, the making good of a loss incurred through our fault, and the inflicting of penalties upon men according to their deserts.' 81 From the point of view of justice no more than this is due to anyone, 82 and if more is to be given it must either be done freely out of more positive moral considerations than those of justice, or it must be imposed by divine or human positive laws justified by such considerations. What we see is that Grotius' theory of rights sharpens the division between justice and other other virtues, and when he also excludes the latter from natural law, an important step is clearly taken towards a separation of law and morals. It is, however, far too simple to declare, as Alf Ross has done, 83 that Grotius and the modern natural law school secured this separation for jurisprudence. As already indicated, Grotius himself saw important moral roles for both divine and human positive law, but he did not explain the exact relationship of these areas of law to the straightforward laws of justice which implement natural law. And for all subsequent natural law theory this was one of the most troublesome and important problems, as can be seen from the following case studies.
As a first instance, Samuel Pufendorf protested against Grotius' narrowing down of the Aristotelian concept of justice. He admitted that there was a distinction between universal and particular justice and that it referred to the distinction between imperfect and perfect rights. He further agreed that only the latter were subject to rigorous legal enforcement. But he maintained in effect that the distinction was merely heuristic, viz. based on what was practically necessary for the maintenance of human society -not on any moral difference between the two kinds of rights, for all rights were equally appointed by natural law:
'Now that some things should be ... due to us Perfectly, and others Imperfectly, the Reason amongst those who live in a State of natural Liberty is, the great Diversity of Precepts in Nature's Laws, of which some conduce to the very Being, others only to the well-being of Society: And therefore; since there's less Necessity of performing these latter than the former, Reason shews that the former may be requir'd and executed by more severe Courses and Means; whereas in regard to the latter, it is meer Folly to apply a remedy more grievous than the Disease ... In Civil Communities this Difference ariseth from the particular Laws and Constitutions allowing or disallowing an Action in such and such Cases. Tho' most Commonwealths do in these Points follow the Tract of the Law of Nature; except where they have some particular Reasons advising the contrary. When then, we exhibit to another either Actions or Things due to him only by Imperfect Rights, or when we exercise towards another Actions not coming under the Head of strict Commerce, we are said to have observ'd, General or Universal Justice .... But when we perform towards another Actions falling under Commerce, or such as transfer any thing on another, to which he had Perfect Right, this is call'd Particular Justice.' 84 The important thing here is that perfect and imperfect rights have an equal moral foundation in natural law, for this implies not only that in some situations the latter carry a moral obligation which overrides the former -e.g. one has an obligation of charity to give of one's property or an obligation of benevolence to give of one's free time to those in need of either -but it also means that it is on occasion morally justified for the ruler to protect imperfect rights legally. This is spelled out later:
'And tho' in regard to bare Natural Right, for a Man to relieve another in Extremity with his Goods, for which he himself hath not so much Occasion, be a Duty obliging only Imperfectly, and not in the manner of a Debt, since it arises wholly from the Vertue of Humanity; yet there seems to be no Reason why by the additional Force of a Civil Ordinance, it may not be turn'd into a strict and perfect Obligation.' 85 Between the theories of Grotius and Pufendorf there is thus a tension which was influential for the eighteenth century, and in Britain it was accentuated further by the differences between Richard Cumberland and John Locke, a topic which has recently been explained by James Tully with particular reference to property: 'Cumberland completely reverses the roles of expletive [particular or negative] justice and distributive [universal] justice. The government's duty is to distribute property in such a way that the common good can be realised, and then protect it. Private property is seen as the conventional means of individuating man's natural right to his due'. 86 On the other hand Locke is hailed in the eighteenth century as the great protagonist of limiting government to the task of protecting individual rights, with the clear implication that this task is both clearly defined and on a firm moral footing because the rights in question have these qualities. This of course lent further urgency to the dispute between Grotius and Pufendorf about the extent of the concept of rights: were imperfect rights conceptually clear enough and morally well enough founded to be within the orbit of government without endangering the limitation of government? 87 Part of the problem had been met head-on by Christian Thomasius who explicitly repudiated Pufendorf and returned to Grotius' distinction between perfect and imperfect rights and developed it into a much clearer distinction between law and morality on the basis of a distinction between what can legitimately be enforced and what cannot. But in Scotland the distinction between justice and the rest of morality, and hence the separation of law and morals, was based on a more original and important moral philosophy than that of Thomasius, viz. the secularized theory of David Hume and Adam Smith. In Scotland the whole problem strikes much deeper than anywhere else.
Hume and Smith follow closely in the footsteps of Grotius when they distinguish sharply between justice and all the other virtues, and when they characterize justice as a mere negative virtue concerned with what not to do, whereas the other virtues are positive guides to action. 88 Smith in particular develops an elaborate theory of this which centres on two ideas, firstly the principle that injury to persons -which is the object of the virtue of justice in the negative sense -is much more universal in meaning than the positive goods which are the objects of the other virtues; and secondly the principle that the avoidance of evil has moral priority over the obtaining of good. The net result is therefore that justice is the most fundamental virtue necessary to ensure the existence of any human society; and because of the properties just mentioned, there will always be a spontaneous tendency to formulate justice in sharp and clear rules, which will by and by achieve the character of law.
These are, then, what Smith called laws of justice', and like Hume he saw it as the over-riding duty of civil government (apart from defence) to maintain these laws. It was exactly because he saw this task historically as a most difficult one that his plea for limited government was also a plea for strong government. But it is important to realize that Smith clearly envisaged other tasks for government than the maintenance of a system of justice. There was also a requirement for a variety of so-called laws of police' which should pursue some positive good for the society, ranging from public works to public education. However, these positive tasks of government were secondary to the maintenance of the laws of justice; they were subject to the test of justice, and they were generally conceived as direct or indirect supports for the functioning of the system of strict negative justice.
It seems obvious that these developments of Grotius' idea of justice must be considered amongst his most important legacies. And this can perhaps be put into further perspective by glancing at a few of the other eighteenth century Scottish thinkers who were well aware of the preceding European debate about the ideal of justice which should be directive for political power. We find the problem debated by all the Scottish philosophers -by Gershom Carmichael, George Turnbull, Thomas Reid, Francis Hutcheson, Lord Karnes, and Adam Ferguson. Let us here just look at Hutcheson and Ferguson. Hutcheson builds directly on the kind of rights-theory which we found in Carmichael, but he develops its philosophical foundation into a much clearer utilitarianism, defining a right in the following way: 'a man hath a right to do, possess, or demand any thing, 'when his acting, possessing, or obtaining from another in these circumstances tends to the good of society, or to the interest of the individual consistently with the rights of others and the general good of society, and obstructing him would have the contrary tendency/ 89 This immediately gives Hutcheson a ground for the traditional distinction between perfect and imperfect rights; those which are so useful to general happiness that human society cannot exist without them are perfect, those of lesser utility are imperfect. But he is quite clear that this is by no means a sharp division:
'the boundaries between perfect and imperfect rights are not always easily seen. There is a sort of scale or gradual ascent, through several almost insensible steps, from the lowest and weakest claims of humanity to those of higher and more sacred obligation, till we arrive at some imperfect rights so strong that they can scarce be distinguished from the perfect.' 90 Not only this, but Hutcheson also draws the conclusion with great clarity, that since the moral ground for rights is the natural law about the maximization of happiness, all individual rights, including perfect rights, are defeasible by actions of greater utility than their protection in particular cases and types of cases: 'no private right can hold against the general interest of all. For a regard to the most extensive advantage of the whole system ought to controll and limit all the rights of individuals or of particular societies/ 91 In this connection it should also be remembered that Hutcheson's utilitarianism is part of the providential order of the universe and hence we can be sure that morally right actions will never be in conflict with each other, ultimately at least; thus he emphatically maintains that perfect and imperfect rights, when properly conceived, are never really in conflict. 92 While the law of civil society is not restricted to the protection of a system of perfect rights, this is nevertheless also for Hutcheson its main task. But added to this we get in him a very clear concept of positive virtue as a matter of policy, as opposed to law: the strong encouragement to moral and religious education and to thrift as well as political and military exertion, partly by creating suitable institutions, partly by setting an example, and only in greatest necessity by means of legal enforcement. 93 And this is considered to be a duty for government which is morally on a par with the enforcement of justice.
In Ferguson we also find that the primary object of law is that which may justifiably be defended by force, and that this is a system of perfect, exclusive rights which we exercise in a world which is given to us in negative community from the hand of God or nature. 94 Further, we find that there is a body of public law, the justification of or rationale for which is -much like in Smith -the defence and effectivity of private law. 95 In contrast to this, morality -i.e. the exercise of the four cardinal virtues -is outside the compulsion of the law and is only subject to 'encouragement', which it finds in the verdicts of the individual's conscience, of religion, and of public repute. And when law and morality are thus distinguished, their 'sanctions are supposed to be distinguishable also, under titles of perfect and imperfect obligation.' 96 But although this may be commonly 'supposed', it is nevertheless dangerously misleading to human morality, for 'it ought not to be implied in any words we employ, that a rule, merely because it may be enforced, is in any degree more binding than the consideration of what is in itself an article of wisdom, as constituent of good to mankind/ 97 So despite all the emphasis on the 'necessity' and consequent enforceability of law, in contrast to morality, and notwithstanding the implication that this necessity has a moral ground in the further necessity of society as a means to the realization of human morality, we nevertheless have it stated as a general principle that law has no greater moral obligation than the moral virtues as such. And this principle is quite basic to an understanding of Ferguson. It is true that we do not find in him the sort of clear-headed utilitarian argument which we found in Hutcheson, according to which Virtue' on occasions might overrule 'mere justice' within the law itself. 98 But we do find him pursuing with even greater vigour than Hutcheson the complementary line of argument, that 'virtue' should be a matter of policy. Thus the central mission of his first and most influential work, the Essay on the History of Civil Society, was that the legal protection of individual rights to pursue our interests, which it was the glory of modern commercial society to have achieved, was not enough, morally speaking. The very security in this pursuit might well be the bane of civilization, unless the 'spirit', the moral stature of the individual was attended to. With Ferguson's fervent attempt to have it both ways the tension we have been tracing in the concept of justice, or between 'negative justice' and positive 'virtue', reaches a crescendo. Hutcheson could have resolved the issue by means of his utilitarianism, but it would have required him to abandon the concept of rights (except legal rights in positive law, of course). After him we have to wait for Thomas Reid to find a philosophically coherent answer to the Grotian line taken by Hume and Smith. But what was the moral philosophical question which set Hume and Smith apart from the rest of their Scottish contemporaries? We might approach this question by pointing out that for the former two the freedom of individual pursuit had achieved a morally justified primacy in political contexts (though not necessarily in other contexts), which overruled other moral claims, whereas for the latter there was a tension between this 'formal' ideal of freedom and the ideal of another sort of freedom, viz. freedom from moral delusion and hence the achievement of a particular virtue which was universally objective for mankind. So behind this issue lies exactly the question of the objectivity of morals, or the question of the existence of a common moral good which is more than the mere co-existence of individual rights. Such a concept of the common good was the price Carmichael paid for his theory of rights, as we have seen. But once it was questioned, the road was opened for the well-known Scottish enquiries into the extent to which morals were subject to historical change: was there a universally valid ideal of the moral virtues as in the Common Sense philosophy, or was such universality confined to some minimal, formal aspect of moral reasoning concerning justice without which human society could not exist, as in Hume and Smith? Thus it is the continuation of the debate about Grotius' theory of justice in Scotland which leads directly to the troublesome question of the historicity of morality, law, and civil government. I can offer you no better example of the longevity and coherence of the debate within the modern school of natural law. 
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